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ServicesDear cycling enthusiasts,

Starting from the picturesque city of Dresden, you will 
ride with us in guided cycling groups with an interna-
tional participant field through charming landscapes 
and historic towns. Experience the vibrant culture of 
Chemnitz, the dynamic atmosphere of Leipzig, and the 
rich heritage of Wittenberg, where Martin Luther left his 
mark on history.

Along the way, enjoy the beauty of the countryside and 
the freedom of the open road.

With comfortable accommodations and scenic routes, 
this journey promises memories that will last a lifetime.

Don’t miss the chance to explore these jewels of East 
Germany on two wheels!

Join us on our cycling tour from Dresden to Chemnitz, 
Leipzig, Lutherstadt-Wittenberg, Finsterwalde, and back 
to Dresden.

Michael Leuenberger
Tourdirector
Global Biking Initiative

global.biking.initiative
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- Accommodation in 3/4 star hotels 
  (single/double room) 
- Breakfast and dinner 
- Pre-checked GPX tracks for download 
- Registration on site 
- Starter bag with sponsor supplements 
- Address tags for luggage and bicycles 
- Differently performing groups 

Participation from 770 Euro

- Experienced team leaders 
- Daily route information 
- Nutrition 
- Mobile tour office 
- Service bus along the route 
- Daily luggage transport (hotel - hotel) 
- Certificate of participation

+

- 1 or 2 nights in a hotel before and/or after the tour in Dresden
    in a single or double room including breakfast

(optional) pre-night(s) in Dresden from 70 Euro

- 5 days bike rental, different models available
- Aluminium Rennrad      -Carbon TCR Advanced 1 Ultegra Rennrad
- Carbon TCR Advanced 0 Ultegra Di2 Rennrad        - Explore E+ 2 Stagger E-Bike

(optional) rental bike from 115 Euro

+

- Transport your own bike from Düsseldorf to Dresden and back 
- Transport of personal luggage from Düsseldorf to Dresden and back (e.g. 
   when traveling with a low-cost airline)

(optional) bicycle- / luggagetransport from  Düsseldorf from 20 Euro

+

- Pick-up from Dresden airport and transport to the tour hotel before the tour 
- Shuttle directly to Dresden airport at the end of the tour

(optional) airport transfer Dresden from 30 Euro

+


